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The epidemic of youth violence in the
United States is not over, even though
arrest rates for violent crimes by youths
have dropped substantially in recent
years, according to a report released Janu-
ary 17, 2001, by Surgeon General David
Satcher. The report also identifies a num-
ber of programs exist that are highly ef-
fective in preventing serious violent be-
havior and eliminating major risk factors
for violence.

Youth Violence: A Report of the Sur-
geon General examines the factors that
lead young people to gravitate toward
violence, reviews the factors that protect
youth from perpetrating violence, and
identifies effective research-based pre-
ventive strategies.

Youth homicide, robbery and arrest
rates in 1999 were actually lower than
they were in 1983. This drop was largely
due to a decrease in the use of firearms
by youths since the peak years of mid-
1990s. At the same time, however, arrest
rates for aggravated results remain nearly
70 percent higher than 1983, and self-re-
port studies indicate that the proportion
of youth involved in violent behavior and
the rates of violent offending have not
declined since the mid-1990s.

Despite a string of school shootings
across the country,  children are less likely
to be killed at school than at home.
�Schools nationwide are relatively safe.
Compared to homes and neighborhoods,
schools have fewer homicides and non-
fatal injuries,� the report said.

Serious violence is part of a life style
that includes drugs, guns, gangs, preco-
cious sex, and other risky behaviors. Risk
and protective factors related to youth
violence exist in every area of life � in-
dividual, family, school, peer group and
community � and vary in importance as
children move from infancy to early adult-
hood. For example, substance abuse is an
even more powerful risk factor at age 10

than it is at age 18.
The report found strong evidence that

exposure to violence in the media can
increase children�s �aggressive behavior�
in the short term and concluded: �Re-
search to date justifies sustained efforts
to curb the adverse effects of media vio-
lence on youths.� However, it found that
it was extremely difficult to distinguish
between the relatively small long-term
effects of exposure to media violence and
those of other influences.

Successful youth violence prevention
programs target specific populations of
young people as defined by risk and life
experience, build individual skills and
competencies, include parent effective-
ness training and encourage changes in
type and level of involvement in peer
groups.

In addition to identifying 27 specific
intervention programs that have met
rigorous scientific standards, the report
also challenges false notions and mis-
interpretations about youth violence
and debunks myths about violence and
violent youth.

The report suggests that unsup-
ported assumptions or failure to rec-
ognize the true nature of a problem can
obscure the need for informed policy
or for interventions.

�The most urgent need is a national
resolve to confront the problem of youth
violence systematically using research-
based approaches and to correct damag-
ing myths and stereotypes that interfere
with the task at hand,� Satcher said.

The public health approach to solving
problems holds that health care is best
learned, performed and maintained when
it is ingrained in individuals� and com-
munities� daily routines and perceptions
of what constitutes good health practices.
That principle is consistent with action
steps listed in the report that the nation
can take to prevent youth violence:

� Continued science-based research;
� Facilitating the entry of youths into ef-

fective intervention programs rather
than incarcerating them;

� Disseminating model programs with
incentives that will ensure fidelity to
the original program design when
taken to scale;

� Providing training and certification
programs for intervention personnel;

� Improving public awareness of effec-
tive interventions;

� Improving federal, state and local
strategies for crime information re-
porting; and

� Convening a periodic youth vio-
lence summit involving diverse dis-
ciplines, federal, state and local gov-
ernment agencies and private
organizations.

Youth Violence: A Report of the Sur-
geon General contains important mes-
sages and implications for families,
schools, communities and public health
organizations. They include:

For Families:
� The most critical risk factor for vio-

lence for your children is the behav-
ior of their peers. Know who your kids
associate with and encourage healthy
peer relationships.

� The strongest risk factors during
childhood are involvement in seri-
ous but not necessarily violent
criminal behavior, substance use,
being male, physical aggression,
low family socioeconomic status or
poverty and antisocial parents � all
individual or family attributes or
conditions. During adolescence, the
strongest risk factors are weak ties
to conventional peers, ties to anti-
social or delinquent peers, belong-
ing to a gang, and involvement in
other criminal acts.

The Youth Violence Epidemic:  Hope is on the horizon
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False Notions and Misinterpretations about Youth Violence
The Surgeon General�s report challenges a number of false notions and misinterpretations about youth violence and
debunks myths about violence and violent youth.

Myth: The epidemic of violent behavior that marked the early 1990s is over, and young people � as well as the rest of
society � are much safer today.
Fact: Although such key indicators of violence as arrest and victimization data clearly show significant reductions in
violence since the peak of the epidemic in 1993, an equally important indicator warns against concluding that the prob-
lem is solved. Self-reports by youths reveal that involvement in some violent behaviors remains at 1993 levels.

Myth: Most future offenders can be identified in early childhood.
Fact: Exhibiting uncontrolled behavior or being diagnosed with a conduct disorder as a young child does not predeter-
mine violence in adolescence. A majority of young people who become violent during their adolescent years were not
highly aggressive or �out of control� in early childhood, and the majority of children with mental and behavioral disor-
ders do not mature into violence.

Myth: Child abuse and neglect inevitably lead to violent behavior later in life.
Fact: Physical abuse and neglect are relatively weak predictors of violence. Most children who are abused or neglected
will not become violent offenders during adolescence.

Myth: African American and Hispanic youths are more likely to become involved in violence than other racial or
ethnic groups.
Fact: While there are racial and ethnic differences in homicide arrest rates, data from self-reports indicate that race and
ethnicity have little bearing on the overall proportion of nonfatal violent behavior. There are also differences in the timing
and continuity of violence over the life course, which account in part for the over-representation of these groups in U.S.
jails and prisons.

Myth: A new, violent breed of young �super-predators� threatens the United States.
Fact: There is no evidence that young people involved in violence during the peak years of the early 1990s were more
frequent or more vicious offenders than youths in earlier years. There is no scientific evidence to document the claim of
increased seriousness or callousness.

Myth: Getting tough with juvenile offenders by trying them in adult criminal courts reduces the likelihood that they
will commit more crimes.
Fact: Youths transferred to adult criminal court have significantly higher rates of re-offending and a greater likelihood of
committing subsequent felonies than youths who remain in the juvenile justice system. They are also more likely to be
victimized, physically and sexually.

Myth: Nothing works with respect to treating or preventing violent behavior.
Fact: A number of prevention and intervention programs that meet very high scientific standards of effectiveness have
been identified.

Myth: In the 1990s, school violence affected mostly white students or students who attended suburban or rural schools.
Fact: African-American and Hispanic males attending large inner-city schools that serve very poor neighborhoods faced
� and still face � the greatest risk of becoming victims or perpetrators of a violent act at school. This is true despite the
recent series of multiple shootings in suburban, middle-class white schools.

Myth: Weapons-related injuries in schools have increased dramatically in the last five years.
Fact: Weapons-related injuries have not changed significantly in the past 20 years. Overall, schools � in comparison to
other environments, including neighborhoods and homes � are relatively safe places for young people.

Myth: Most violent youths will end up being arrested for a violent crime.
Fact: Most youths involved in violent behavior will never be arrested for a violent crime.

--Youth Violence: A Report of the Surgeon General
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For School Administrators /Teachers:
� Be attentive to the social climate in

your schools and be honest about
problems you see. According to kids�
own reports, bullying and drugs are the
major problems they have to deal with
at school, but these often are not ac-
knowledged by the adults in the school
system.

� A wide variety of school based pro-
grams are very effective in dealing
with problems including drug use,
bullying and peer relations, and com-
petence/skill building.

� There is a lot of good news. Weapons
carrying at school has dropped dra-
matically, and schools today are gen-
erally very safe when compared to
other places where kids hang out.

Junipero Serra High School in the San
Diego Unified School District has devel-
oped the following strategies and guide-
lines to assist campus supervisors (secu-
rity personnel) with their supervisory
duties.

Positive Discipline Strategies
for Campus Supervision
Campus supervision is a tremendous chal-
lenge. Appropriate daily monitoring of
students� behavior in the classroom and
on the school grounds helps promote
learning. Students who are well disci-
plined direct their interests, efforts, and
abilities toward greater achievements.
Those who are not well disciplined waste
opportunities for learning and socializa-
tion for themselves and also prevent oth-
ers from participating in the same oppor-
tunities.

These recommendations can serve as
guides during efforts to ensure a safe cam-
pus environment while directing students
towards positive social attitudes.
� Be prompt. Always begin your task
promptly. Be at your assign post on time.
� Be pleasant. Let students know you
are good natured, cheerful and a happy
individual capable of being able to laugh
with students and at yourself. Do not try
to be one of the group however, as this

� Know the school�Understand its
business. Make it your business to value
class activities. Support teaching and
learning. Become aware of special
projects, grading periods, and visiting
teachers. Encourage and acknowledge
student progress and successes. Know
instructors and others on campus. Under-
stand the relationship of personnel, as-
signments, and how they support our in-
struction programs.
� Look and listen. Learn to listen. Walk
around the campus when on duty. Talk
with youngsters and listen to them. There
is so much to learn about students from
these chats.
� Rumors: Listen to rumors and follow

up on them. Many problems begin
with rumors. Be careful not to spread
them yourself.

� Prevention: Plan ahead and prevent
problems. What you hear or see may
help you later.

� Mingle!
� Leave your �other� work at your of-
fice or desk. Keep your attention, eyes
and ears on your supervision job. Keep
your hands free and your mind on this job.
Don�t bring books to read, papers to cor-
rect, or other types of distractions with
you.
� Reprimand in private. You don�t ap-

For the Community:
� Violence is not an intractable problem.
� In responding to violent youth, we

need to correct the overuse of the
criminal justice system and under use
of effective intervention programs.

� Communities should implement pro-
grams that address both individual
risks and environmental conditions,
particularly building individual skills
and competencies, teaching parent ef-
fectiveness and changing the type and
level of peer group involvement.

� Program effectiveness depends as much
on the quality of implementation as on
the type of intervention. Many programs
are ineffective not because their strat-
egy is misguided, but because the qual-
ity of implementation is poor.

For the Public Health Community:
� There is need for more research in all

domains of public health research:
1) improve data systems;
2) refine our understanding of risk fac-

tors;
3) improve the quality of program

evaluations;
4) place greater emphasis on high

quality implementation of effective
programs.

� Most effective programs involve a
comprehensive approach, and do not
focus simply on one factor.

A full copy of Youth Violence: A Re-
port of the Surgeon General is available
on the Surgeon General�s Web site at
www.surgeongeneral.gov.

often leads to later conflicts. Maintain a
friendly position of authority. Be pleas-
ant, but never let youngsters forget you
are the person in charge.
� Dress for success. Your personal ap-
pearance and dress make a value state-
ment to students, other staff, and visitors.
Dress for the job, and avoid �mixed� sig-
nals such as wearing practical working
attire as opposed to laid back �play� gear.
ID tags must be worn by all campus su-
pervision  every day. You are the �Public
Relations� person for the school. You are
often the first contact outsiders have with
your school. You set the tone!
� Know the rules. If you know the rules,
you can enforce them in a fair and impar-
tial manner. Read and learn the school
rules. Ask questions if you are not sure.
ALL supervisors need to work together
in accordance with the rules, and all rules
need to be REGULARLY ENFORCED.
� Know the community� Understand
the fads. Be aware of what things are hap-
pening in the community that may affect
the school. This is very helpful in enabling
you to become acquainted with the stu-
dents and allows them to see you as a
�normal human being.�  It is also a good
idea to learn the current fads and lan-
guage, where your students �hang out,�
and the music they like.

Practical guidelines to assist campus supervisors
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� If someone else is breaking up the fight
you should be �working the crowd.�
Identify the onlookers who are align-
ing with or against the combatants.

� Disperse the group. Spread them out,
send them to class, observe potential
flair ups between others.

� Calm the crowd.
� Watch faces and hands.
� LISTEN to the comments of support-

ers for rumors and potential meeting
places.

� Retrieve combatants� belongings.
� Keep the combatants separated when

taking them to the office and while
they are in the administration office or
in the nurse�s office.

� Isolate the combatants from other stu-
dents and staff, especially until they
have provided their written statements.
Likewise, keep all reporting witnesses
separated while they write their state-
ments. Direct them to report specific
names, �tell it like it was,� what led
up to the incident, what said and/or
done to whom, by whom, etc. Limit
the number of passersby and �rumor
wannabes� from the offices or inves-
tigation areas.

� Be alert for drug dealers. Watch for
�loners� going from group to group. They
may carry a book bag, folder, lunch box,
other �non-conspicuous� item in which
to hide drugs and often hold these items
in a suspiciously protective manner.
� Be alert for students under the influ-
ence of a controlled substance.
� Suspicious behavior (e.g., behavior

that is different or opposite from one�s
typical behavior; passing something to
another person in a secretive manner.)

� Do not antagonize a student under the
influence of a controlled substance.

� Take the student to a nurse or admin-
istrator immediately if he/she appears
to pose a health or safety hazard.

� Don�t leave the students under the in-
fluence of a controlled substance
alone; call for assistance. Be sure they
cannot dispose the evidence.

� Remain calm. Be reassuring and talk
to the student about something unre-
lated as you walk with them to the of-
fice.

� Be cautious regarding weapons, ex-

preciate being �called down� in front of
your peers and neither do students. Show
them the same courtesy that you expect.
Be consistent. If a behavior is unaccept-
able one day then this behavior must be
unacceptable every day. Do not let your
mood dictate your actions.
� Don�t ridicule. Ridicule means �to tear
down the real world of the individual,�
both in his own eyes and in the eyes of
others. You have no right to do this. In
school, we strive to build good in people.
Remember how you have felt in similar
situations. Young people often feel the
same way. If they feel like striking out
and don�t, they suffer. If they do strike
out, you suffer. Don�t create this situa-
tion by teasing and ridiculing.
� Avoid �name-calling� or �labeling.�
Students often live up to their labels. Do
not allow students to practice name-call-
ing or use put downs and slurs.
� Watch for taggers and graffiti artists.
Observe samples of their work on note-
books, backpacks, and book covers. Be
aware of areas where they hang out, eat
lunch, etc.
� Be familiar with campus climate.
This includes knowing who hangs out
where and with whom. If you can�t re-
member names, do remember faces and
dress.
� Be aware of student subgroups, i.e.
athletes, taggers, bikers/skaters, gang-re-
lated groups, special interest groups, eth-
nic or racial cliques, and notice when
there is any deviation from typical behav-
iors within these groups. For example, be
aware of drastic changes in clothing.
Chances are there could very well be a
confrontation on that day.
� Be aware of fights that may be brew-
ing� for example, student subgroup mill-
ing around in areas they typically do not
congregate or have more than the usual
number in a group.
� Fights should be handled with care. Be

most concerned with your own safety.
Get help when needed.

� Do not run to a fight. Doing so draws
a crowd.

� Learn the names of students. In a fight,
students will stop fighting sooner if
you call them by their name, e.g., �Bill,
stop it now,� or �Jose, stop!�

plosives, etc. Watch the student�s hands.
Observe awkwardness in walking, sitting
or moving. Avoid �crowding� a student
into a place physically or mentally where
the student may feel trapped and may
want to force his/her way out of the situ-
ation. Walk beside or behind the student.
Be aware of unusual nervousness on the
part of the student. Stay calm. Do not ac-
cuse or confront in public. Call for assis-
tance.

Other helpful strategies
� Become familiar with the campus as
soon as possible.
� Do not group together with other
campus supervisors. Refrain from per-
sonal discussion while on duty. You lose
credibility with the staff when supervi-
sors group together to chat.
� Carry a small pad and pencil. Docu-
mentation is very important for future ref-
erence. It is also a good deterrent for po-
tential behavior problems.
� Keep moving in your assigned area.
Doing so keeps you mentally alert and it
keeps students guessing.
� Direct all visitors to the administra-
tive office in a professional manner. Do
not let visitors wander unaccompanied
through the campus.
� Discourage large gatherings of stu-
dents in any area.
� Enforce correct use of passes by all
students.
� Inform the administration when you
observe teachers/staff violating basic
school rules such as letting students leave
classes early, not issuing hall passes or
enforcing tardy rules.
� Discourage students from hanging
around or playing in front of the school
by the street or bus stops. Have them
form lines and wait in an orderly fashion.
Student misbehaviors create bad public
relations and cause the community to per-
ceive students as �loiterers.�
� Win the trust of student group lead-
ers so they will help you.
� Deal with threats before they are car-
ried out.
� Check the restrooms often. Rest-
rooms are not only a good place for smok-
ing, extortion, and tagging, but for gang
initiations as well.
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Crime prevention through environmental
design, or CPTED, is based upon the con-
cept that the proper design and effective
use of the environment can reduce the in-
cidence and fear of crime. The underly-
ing objective is to help schools attain their
primary goal of educating children in a
positive environment free of violence and
fear. Reduced crime and vandalism trans-
lates to more resources for learning.

Crime prevention through environ-
mental design has seven key components:
access control, natural surveillance, for-
mal surveillance, territoriality, defensible
space, target hardening and program in-
teraction. When these seven components
work together, campus crime and vio-
lence can be significantly reduced.
Clearly CPTED is not a �cure-all� for the
full spectrum of school problems. How-
ever, CPTED principles can play a promi-
nent role in preventing school crime.
Combining CPTED principles and train-
ing in crime prevention can reinforce the
educator�s ability to create a safe and wel-
coming environment.

Access control
The number of entrances and exits to the
school campus should be minimized. Di-
rection flow should be consistent with
intended traffic design purposes. The
campus should be designed so that visi-
tors and guests must pass through a su-
pervised access point. If the campus has
several parking areas, those areas should
be carefully controlled with limited ac-
cess capability. Visitor parking should be
easily identified with proper signage and
control. Pedestrian and vehicular traffic
should be designed in such a way to pro-
vide natural supervision from the main
office or by security personnel.

Uniform screening procedures should
be in place on each campus. All visitors
should be referred to the front office
where they can be screened to ensure that
they have legitimate business on campus
and that they are in fact a custodial par-
ent or guardian who is authorized to have
access to their children. Visitors should
be asked such questions as, Who are you
here to see? Do you have an appointment?

Are you the authorized custodial parent?

Natural surveillance
School facilities should be designed in
ways that afford natural surveillance. Ar-
chitectural barriers, overgrown shrubbery
and posters on window glass tend to im-
pede natural supervision. Student gath-
ering areas, including student lockers,
should be located in areas that provide

natural supervision. When formal areas
are established, informal areas tend to
become off limits. Would-be offenders
tend to stand out. Anyone observed in
places that are not designated as formal
gathering areas automatically are subject
to scrutiny. Offenders feel at greater risk
and will have fewer excuses for being in
the wrong places. Clearly defined spaces
will give teachers and administrators
greater authority to challenge suspicious
activities.

Formal surveillance
Administrators, faculty, school resource
officers and other adults on campus must
be highly visible to the students. Duty
personnel should be assigned to super-
vise high-incident areas. Analysis of
school crime is critical for identifying ar-
eas that need enhanced supervision. Criti-
cal areas may include the main entrance
or campus perimeter, particularly if the
school is experiencing problems with in-
truders. Problems frequently occur in
restrooms, hallways, stairwells, locker
clusters and common areas. Student park-
ing lots or other remote locations may
generate additional risks. The point is to
identify high-incident locations and pro-
vide appropriate supervision.

Territoriality
A specific objective of crime prevention
is to personalize space assigned to each
employee in order to emphasize the per-
ception of ownership. This principle
translates to the identification of personal

territories on the school campus. Hall-
ways, classroom, and foyers are assigned
to the �proprietors� of adjacent internal
spaces � classrooms and offices. Re-
sponsibility for the general supervision
of these territories goes with the owner-
ship of the internal space.

Space should be clearly defined
throughout various areas of the campus.
For instance, it should be clear when one

is moving from the science wing to the
fine arts wing or to the mathematics de-
partment. When space is clearly differ-
entiated, it tends to be territorialized and
better controlled.

Defensible space
Numerous opportunities are available for
environmental concepts to contribute to
the productive management of schools.
For example, clearly marked transitional
zones indicate movement from public to
semi-public to private space. Multiple
access points increase the perception that
the school parking area is public and pro-
vide many escape routes for potential of-
fenders. The use of barricades to close
unnecessary entrances during low-use
time controls access and reinforces the
perception that the parking area is private.
As privacy expectations are enhanced, the
space is perceived as more defensible by
the regular users and is perceived as in-
creasingly risky by the potential intruder.

Target hardening
The objectives of target hardening are:
� to prevent the crime by making the

criminal�s objective difficult to attain;
� to control the crime by slowing the

criminal�s progress and thereby in-
creasing the chances of apprehension;
and

� to preclude additional crimes.

Effective target hardening maintains a
balance between the development and
implementation of appropriate security

The way campuses are managed and maintained can promote
crime. CPTED principles attempt to address this challenge.

Promoting crime prevention through management and maintenance of the physical space
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measures without being too draconian.
Careful planning should be devoted to
identifying unacceptable risks and deter-
mining what degree of risk is acceptable.
Once the word gets out that offenders will
be caught, apprehended and aggressively
prosecuted, they will tend to look else-
where for entertainment and challenge.

Program interaction
Effective program interaction implies that
the facilities will be property designed to
enhance natural supervision. Problem ar-
eas will be supported by formal supervi-
sion. A close partnership will be devel-
oped among law enforcement and emer-
gency service personnel. The staff and
students will work together in creating
defensible space and territoriality. The
school�s administration will take adequate
steps to harden the target by minimizing
criminal opportunities.  Assigned spaces
should be designated and used for the type
of activities expected.

Effective crime prevention can be
achieved by placing safe activities in �un-
safe locations� or placing �unsafe activi-
ties� in safe locations. This will enhance
the natural surveillance of these activi-

ties by increasing the perception of safety
for legitimate users and risk for potential
offenders. For example, student parking
can be considered an unsafe activity that
is often located on the periphery of the
campus and obscured by landscaping that
minimizes natural surveillance. By locat-
ing student parking in an area that has a
direct line of sight from the administra-
tive office windows, or removing unnec-
essary block walls, trees, or landscaping
barriers that obscure natural surveillance,
student safety can be enhanced.

Scheduling of space can improve the
use of facilities. For instance, at lunch-
time conflict often occurs as groups at-
tempt to go to the cafeteria while others
are returning to class. It takes longer to
get groups through the lunch line because
of this congestion. Classroom and locker
thefts often occur during this period.
Separating the cafeteria entrance and exit
can help to define movement in and out
of the area. Each group will arrive faster
and with fewer struggles. Potential of-
fenders also will feel at greater risk of de-
tection. Adjusting the class change sched-
ule to allow for nonconflicting movement
of personnel could also minimize these

potentially disruptive circumstances.
Other strategies include:

� overcoming distance and isolation
through more efficient communication
and design;

� redesignating the use of space to pro-
vide natural barriers for conflicting ac-
tivities;

� providing a clear border for controlled
space; and

� redesigning or revamping space to in-
crease the perception or reality of natu-
ral surveillance.

Observation has shown that the design
and use of school facilities are directly
related to the code of conduct violations
and criminal behaviors.

The successful application of these
seven CPTED principles support the con-
cept that the proper design and use of
physical space affects human decision
and behavior, leading to improved pro-
ductivity with the by-product of loss pre-
vention.

Prepared by Ronald D. Stephens, ex-
ecutive director, NSSC.

When School is Out: Before and After the Bell Rings

As surprising as it may seem, 7.5 million
children ages 5-14  are on their own in
the morning and afternoon before and
after the school bell rings. Nearly two-
thirds of school-age children are in homes
with working parents. Yet, very few com-
munities have a comprehensive system of
before- and after-school care for children.
The result: millions of children are own
their own, especially between the hours
of  3 and 8 p.m., prime time for young
people to engage in risky behavior. Sta-
tistics clearly show that rates of juvenile
crime, drug use and experimentation with
tobacco, alcohol and sex increase in the
afternoon hours � when many children
and youth are unsupervised.

Everyone from parents to school lead-
ers to law enforcement and government
officials have come to see the importance
of establishing safe, structured learning
environments for children and youth dur-

ing out-of-school hours. Federal financ-
ing for before- and after-school programs
has grown dramatically. The U.S. Depart-
ment of Education�s 21st Century Com-
munity Learning Centers program, which
began in 1997 with $1 million in grants,
is offering communities access to more
than $450 million to support school-based
programs that partner with community
agencies.

While federal financing for before-
and after-school programs has grown in
recent years, by 2002 demand for such
programs is expected to exceed availabil-
ity by as much as four to one in some cit-
ies. Issues such as cost to parents and
communities; staffing; infrastructure and
evaluation are becoming important for
communities to address as the number of
children in homes with working parents
grows steadily. Parents, communities and
lawmakers know that quality before- and

after-school programs should be a prior-
ity, but making that goal a reality is an
overwhelming task in some cities.

As research is conducted, more is
learned every day about the role that
youth support services play in the areas
of academic achievement, crime reduc-
tion and community development. Orga-
nizations such as the National School-
Age Care Alliance, the Wellesley College
National Institute on Out-of-School Time,
the Afterschool Alliance and many oth-
ers are bringing national focus to support-
ing children, youth and families by pro-
moting and designing effective, afford-
able, quality before- and after-school pro-
grams in cities across the United States.

More about this pressing issue can be
found in the Ewing Marion Kauffman
Foundation�s public policy report �When
School is Out� available at www.
emkf.org or by calling 816/932-1000.
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On January 3, 2001, Surgeon General
David Satcher released a National Action
Agenda for Children�s Mental Health,
which outlines goals and strategies to im-
prove the services for children and ado-
lescents with mental health problems and
their families. According to the report, the
nation is facing a public crisis in mental
health for children and adolescents.

In the United States, one in 10 chil-
dren and adolescents suffer from mental
illness severe enough to cause some level
of impairment. Yet, in any given year, it
is estimated that fewer than one in five of
these children receives needed treatment.
The long-term consequences of untreated
childhood disorders are costly, in both
human and fiscal terms.

�This report provides a blueprint for
change,� said Dr. Satcher, �and presents
an overarching vision aimed at fostering
social and emotional health in children.
The burden of suffering by children with
mental health needs and their families has
created a health crisis in this country.
Growing numbers of children are suffer-
ing needlessly because their emotional,
behavioral, and developmental needs are
not being met by the very institutions and
systems that were created to take care of
them.�

The National Action Agenda identifies
eight goals (see box at right) and mul-
tiple action steps, which include promot-
ing public awareness of children�s men-
tal health issues, reducing the stigma
associated with mental illness, and im-
proving the assessment and recognition
of mental health needs in children.

�We must educate all persons who are
involved in the care of children on how
to identify early indicators for potential
mental health problems. This begins with
families. We need to help families under-
stand that these problems are real, that
they often can be prevented, and that ef-
fective treatments are available,� said
Satcher.

 �We also need to better educate front-
line providers � teachers, health care
workers, school counselors and coaches,
faith-based workers, and clinicians of all
disciplines � to recognize mental health

issues. Finally, we need to train health
care providers in scientifically-proven,
state-of-the-art approaches of assessment,
treatment, and prevention.�

The Surgeon General�s action steps
encourage the wide adoption of science-
based prevention and treatment services,
as well as continued research. According
to the report, bridging the gap between
research and practice is not the only step.
Connecting research and practice to
policy is critical to ensuring access to
quality mental health care for children and
their families.

The report calls for an increase in the
coordination of mental health care ser-
vices for families with mental health
needs. At present, there exists no primary
mental health care system for children.
Despite the existence of mental health
programs in many communities, the na-
tion lacks a basic mental health care in-
frastructure. Mental health treatments and
services are fragmented across many in-
stitutions, ranging from schools to pri-
mary care to child welfare and often the
juvenile justice system. Moreover, dis-
parities in access exist across racial, eth-
nic, and socioeconomic groups.

�The multiple systems for mental
health care can be very difficult to navi-
gate for many families. In reality, services
are often just not available. The agenda
in this report presents an unparalleled op-
portunity to make a difference in the qual-
ity of life for all of America�s children. It
will take the efforts of all of us at the Fed-
eral, State, and local level to implement
the action steps outlined in this agenda. I
am confident that we will succeed,� said
Satcher.

The National Action Agenda reflects
the culmination in a series of activities
over the past year, including the Surgeon
General�s Conference on Children�s Men-
tal Health in September 2000. The report
includes proceedings from this confer-
ence and synthesizes recommendations
from three major Federal agencies � the
Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices, the Department of Education, and
the Department of Justice � and a broad
section of mental health stakeholders �

Children�s mental illness: a public crisis National Action Agenda
Goals

� Promote public awareness of
children�s mental health is-
sues and reduce stigma as-
sociated with mental illness.

� Continue to develop, dis-
seminate, and implement
scientifically-proven preven-
tion and treatment services
in the field of children�s men-
tal health.

� Improve the assessment and
recognition of mental health
needs in children.

� Eliminate racial/ethnic and
socioeconomic disparities in
access to mental health care.

� Improve the infrastructure for
children�s mental health ser-
vices including support for
scientifically-proven inter-
ventions across professions.

� Increase access to and co-
ordination of quality mental
health care services.

� Train frontline providers to
recognize and manage men-
tal health issues, and edu-
cate mental health providers
in scientifically-proven pre-
vention and treatment ser-
vices.

� Monitor the access to and
coordination of quality men-
tal health care services.

youth and family members, professional
organizations and associations, advocacy
groups, faith-based practitioners, clini-
cians, educators, health care providers,
and members of the scientific community
and the health care industry.

Complete copies of the report are
available at www.surgeongeneral.gov.
Print copies of the report are available
through the National Institute of Mental
Health, Office of Communications and
Public Liaison, at (301) 443-4513.
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Stepping in on hurtful student talk or be-
haviors, such as putting others down,
name calling and using racial or sexual
slurs, can be time consuming. It means
you have to stop what you�re doing. It
can feel uncomfortable and sometimes
risky. It�s easier to think that it�s a job for
someone else to do. The reality is that you
may be the only one around who can help;
the only one to notice and stop it, to pre-
vent it, or to take the time to report it.

Taking a professional & personal stand
Stopping or preventing racial or sexual
slurs, name calling or any put down be-
havior tells students something about you
as a professional and as a person. Profes-
sionally it tells them that you know the
rule or policy about slurs or put downs at
your school. Personally it tells them that
you believe in the rule enough to do some-
thing about it. Your actions and words
show students that every person deserves
not to be hurt or embarrassed with mean
and hurtful words or actions. Your behav-
ior is a model for the students around you.

Your call to action
Most of the time you will be dealing with
verbal behavior. It will be words and a
tone used to pick on, make fun of,
threaten, harass, insult, hurt or leave out
another person because of their race, re-
ligion, color, disability, sexual orientation,
national origin or ancestry. It might also
be a physical gesture. A student fight that
involves slurs needs to be responded to
following your school district and site
policy for any kind of fight. What you
see and hear will be an important part of
reporting the incident.

Responding with actions
Situations and responses will vary. Many
times your response will be your call. Talk
about situations like these with other staff
members and site administrators to be
sure you are on track. It might be pos-
sible that what you are seeing and hear-
ing is part of a bigger problem that is
going unnoticed. Your first goal is to im-
mediately stop the behavior. Common
responses or actions include:
� Stepping in, putting a situation on track

and stepping out.
� Talking with one or both sides to un-

derstand the reasons behind the prob-
lem or the feelings that have been hurt.

� Watching to make sure the behavior
is not repeated.

� Suggesting things to help both sides
solve the problem.

� Showing a solution using your own
words and actions.

� Sharing your own story about being put
down or putting someone else down.

� Reporting serious incidents that affect
groups of students.

Responding with words
Always begin by mentioning the school
rule.  �Name calling or put downs are not
allowed at this school; it�s the rule.�  What
follows may sound something like this:
� �Being different is not wrong or funny;

it�s the good thing about us.�
� �You can�t say you can�t play. Every-

one has the right to play. Let�s start
the game again.�

� �No one wants their feelings hurt. It�s
hard to take back put downs.�

� �Saying that you�re just kidding or
playing is not an excuse.�

� �I did/said that to someone once; I felt/
thought...�

� �I did/said that to someone once; this
is what happened to me/them...�

� �Come to me. I want to know if this
happens again.�

� �Do you know what the words you just
used really mean?�

� �What can you do to work this out so
it doesn�t happen again?�

� �I�m going to get you some help so
that this stops.�

� �I�m going to show you how...  Watch
me...�

� �S/he has a different way of doing
things. We all have something like
that.�

� �Following the crowd doesn�t make
something right. Not following takes
courage.�

Submitted by Hilda Clarice Quiroz,
author of Start With Kids: 5 Days to
Building a Classroom Community, ETR
Associates, Santa Cruz, CA.

Every staff member can help prevent put downs and slurs


